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ABSTRACT

ANTTI PARKKONEN: Adoption of microservices in industrial information systems:
a systematic literature review
Tampere University of Technology
Master of Science Thesis, 50 pages
November 2018
Master’s degree program in Automation engineering
Major: Information systems in automation
Examiner: Assisstant professor David Hästbacka

Keywords: microservices, industrial information systems, systematic literature
review, SOA

The internet, digitalization and globalization have transformed customer expectations
and the way business is done. Product life cycles have shortened, products need to be
customizable, and the production needs to be scalable. These changes reflect also to
the industrial operations. Quick technological advancements have increased the role of
software in industrial facilities. The software in use has to enable untraditional flexibility,
interoperability and scalability.

Microservices based architecture has been seen as the state of the art way for developing
flexible, interoperable and scalable software. Microservices have been applied to cloud
native applications for consumers with enormous success. The goal of this thesis is to ana-
lyze how to adopt microservices to indstrial information systems. General information and
characteristics of microservices are provided as background information and a systematic
literature review is conducted to answer the research problem. Material for the systematic
literature review was found from multiple digital libraries and 17 scientific papers matched
the set inclusion cirteria. The material was then analyzed with an extensively documentated
method.

The thesis brought together the available publications on the topic. Guidelines for adopting
microservices to industrial information systems were derived based on the analysis. Real
time applications need special attention when using microservices architecture, the develop-
ers need to use proper tools for the tasks, and the developers and users need to be properly
introduced to service-oriented systems. Based on this thesis microservices seems like a
suitable approach for developing flexible industrial information systems, which satisfy the
new business requirements.
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Internet, digitalisaatio ja globalisaatio ovat mullistaneet kuluttajien odotuksia ja muo-
kanneet yritysten liiketoimintamalleja. Nämä muutokset heijastuvat myös teollisuuden
toimintatapoihin. Teollisuuden on kyettävä toimittamaan erilaisia tuotteita lyhyemmällä
syklillä, tuotteita on voitava mukauttaa ja tuotannon koon on oltava säädeltävissä. Tek-
nologian nopea kehittyminen on korostanut ohjelmistojen roolia teollisuusjärjestelmissä.
Liiketoiminnan muuttuneet vaatimukset vaikuttavat myös teollisuudessa käytettävien ohjel-
mistojen kehittämiseen. Ohjelmiston on mahdollistettava joustavuus, yhteentoimivuus ja
skaalautuvuus.

Mikropalveluarkkitehtuuri on mahdollistanut joustavien, yhteentoimivien ja skaalautuvien
ohjelmistojen kehittämisen. Mikropalveluarkkitehtuuria on sovellettu menestyksekkääs-
ti erityisesti kuluttajille suunnatuissa pilvipalveluissa. Tässä diplomityössä perehdytään
mikropalveluarkkitehtuurin yleisiin ominaisuuksiin ja suoritetaan systemaattinen kirjalli-
suuskatsaus. Tehdyn kirjallisuuskatsauksen tarkoituksena on analysoida, miten mikropalve-
lupohjaista arkkitehtuuria voidaan soveltaa teollisuuden tietojärjestelmissä. Kirjallisuuskat-
sauksen aineistoksi valittiin kaikki 17 asetetut hakuehdot täyttänyttä tietellistä julkaisua.
Kirjallisuuskatsauksen aineisto haettiin digitaalisista kirjastoista. Aineisto käsiteltiin syste-
maattisesti tarkkaan dokumentoidulla menetelmällä.

Tutkimus kokosi yhteen aihetta käsittelevät tieteelliset julkaisut. Aineiston analyysin perus-
teella muodostettiin suositukset mikropalveluarkkitehtuurin soveltamiseen teollisuuden
tietojärjestelmissä. Mikropalveluarkkitehtuurin soveltamisessa tulee huomioida erityisesti
reaaliaikaisten sovellusten toteuttaminen, oikeiden työkalujen käyttö sekä kehittäjien ja
palvelujen käyttäjien perehdyttäminen mikropalvelupohjaisiin järjestelmiin. Tutkimuksen
perusteella mikropalvelut vaikuttavat sopivalta tavalta toteuttaa joustavampia ohjelmistoja,
jotka vastaavat teollisuuden muuttuneisiin vaatimuksiin.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Business organizations are under a lot of pressure to respond agilely to quickly changing
requirements and demand. Globalization and the Internet have made competition more
fierce. Enterprises must respond to competitors’ actions, and align their business processes
and products with the current overall situation ever faster. Due to this fierce competition
product life cycles have shortened. This dynamic environment has driven enterprises from
a traditional vertical business divisions to horizontal business process oriented structures
and towards an ecosystem paradigm, where different business functions work seamlessly
together and provide services for each other. [17] Companies need a complete integrated en-
vironment that covers the whole product life-cycle including design, testing, manufacturing,
services and related business activities.

As well as other business functions, the industrial production systems are facing the shift
in paradigm. Devices on the production floor level are getting smarter and smarter. More
information is being collected and this has spurred multiple different suggestions for new
paradigms and architectures. Since its introduction the ISA-95 enterprise control systems
integration standard has lead the way in the vertical integration of production floor level
devices to manufacturing execution systems and the enterprise resource planning level [59].
However the ISA-95 standard does not consider horizontal or diagonal integration and its
development started already two decades ago in a time in which the processing capabilities
of field devices was a fraction of the current capabilities.

1.2 New paradigms in industrial information systems

New movements like Industry 4.0 [32] are trying to tackle the emerging challenges and
predict the future of industrial systems apriori. The goal of Industry 4.0 is to leverage
digitalization and ever developing software capabilities in the integration of different parts
of the industrial systems, and in the development of new digital services and business
models[72]. The movement has come up with a reference model for industry 4.0 (RAMI
4.0) [31], which maps the technological and economical landscape in to a three dimensional
cube with 6 layers. The same principles, which the Industry 4.0 movement highlights, have
been mentioned with slightly differing emphasis under multiple different names. While
Industry 4.0 is an European movement, the American equivalent is the Industrial Internet
movement developed by the Industrial internet consortium. Its goals are to transform the
industry and add business and social value through advanced data analysis and intelligent
operations with internet capable connected devices. The Industrial internet consortium has
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also come up with their own industrial internet reference architecture (IIRA). [43] Both of
these movements fall under the concept of industrial cyber-physical systems (iCPS). ICPS
has been used as a hypernym to cover both Industry 4.0 and Industrial internet, as well as
other similar movements, in multiple different publications such as [71], [13], [12], [14],
and [42].

In the center of these movements is the idea that information gathering, processing and
networking capabilities can be fitted to almost every device in the production environment,
and that all physical entities in the process have a virtual twin which reflects the physical
state of the entity. High computing and storage capabilities are essential to gain advantage
of large volumes of processed information and the virtualized objects and some information
just requires fast and real-time computation on a small data set. This has lead to dividing
computation in 3 different layers, the edge layer, fog layer and cloud layer. These 3 layers
are depicted in figure 1.1. [33]

Figure 1.1. Different computing domains in the future industrial information systems [33].

Each computation layer comes with specific properties. The edge layer’s responsibility
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is to provide application intelligence to the field devices. It literally exists on the edge
devices i.e. the PLCs, terminals and mobile devices in the shop floor level. On the edge
layer the edge devices perform computational tasks that require real-time capabilities and
low latencies, but the devices have limited storage and computing capabilities. The edge
temporarily stores information, preprocesses it and forwards it through the core network
to persistent data storages for further analysis and statistics. On the edge all processing
and information is in close proximity to its users and distributed along the edge devices.
[61][23]

Cloud is the exact opposite of the edge layer. Even though the cloud is often seen as
ubiquitous computing it is a centralized computing model, where all processing happens
in huge data centers. These data centers have huge storages and high computing capabil-
ities. The cloud also offers redundancy as the datacenters might be fully backed up and
geographically distributed across the globe to minimize the effect of local failures. Due to
cloud’s huge computing capabilities it has been seen as a good way to process large datasets.
However all information needs to be transmitted through internet to the centralized cloud
for computations. This limits the real-time capabilities that cloud computing offers and
puts sensitive information at risk when transporting it off-site [23].

Fog computing extends the concepts of edge and cloud computing by pushing the capabili-
ties of cloud computing closer to the edge of the network. Fog computing is a distributed
computing model, where heterogeneous devices at the edge or close to the edge provide
elastic computation, storage and networking services in collaboration with each other.
The concept is specifically designed to address the challenges of relying solely on edge
computing or cloud computing. The vision is that fog would add a resource rich layer of
distributed nodes that provide reliable, secure and high performance computing with low
latencies. [70] The OpenFog consortium has even envisioned fog computing as a way of
creating system level computing, where resources are shared with all layers from cloud
to edge and across multiple protocols. The resources would be consumed on demand and
taking in to account the quality of service requirements set for the specific task. [28]

This is particularly challenging from the industrial information systems point of view.
Traditionally industrial software has been immutable. Software has been designed for a
specific purpose and configured to fit the needs of the particular production line or process.
As long as the real-time constraints, dependability requirements and security requirements
were met the software was considered good enough. In addition to this many of the devices
and components connected to the information system have used proprietary or non-standard
communication protocols and drivers. These fitted technologies do not fit well to the
vision of future industrial systems as they cannot be easily scaled horizontally or deployed
automatically to more suitable computing domains.
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1.3 Software development

To achieve the flexibility and interoperability required in a modern industrial information
system, software development for industrial information systems as well as connectivity
has mimicked approaches that have been proven successful in other areas. Especially the
extraordinary success of the internet has proven its underlying technologies to be extremely
scalable and interoperable in a heterogeneous environment. The basis of connectivity
has shifted from proprietary industry specific standards towards ICT standards applied
everywhere. Ethernet, wireless local area networking and mobile networks are developed
by researchers and engineers to enable time-sensitive networking using the TCP/IP protocol
family. [69] This would enable the same high level protocols to be used all the way from
the enterprise management level to the production floor level.

Engineers, developers and researchers have put a great deal of effort in increasing software
development speed and to easing up the configuration efforts. Software has been broken
down to small reusable, stateless and composable modules called software components.
Software components are units of composition, who foster reuse and prepare systems for
changing individual parts. The use of components enables the division between developers
and software architects and thus lowers the overall complexity of the development task.
[40]

According to James Bach [55] software testability defines, how easily a program can be
tested. According to his definition testability consists of operability, observability, control-
lability, decomposability, simplicity, stability and understandability. Componentization fits
well to each lot already by definition. Component developers have a limited and well defined
scope with clear requirements for each component. Architects can limit their testing efforts
to the composition logic instead of proper functioning of each component. Traditionally
components rely on a component model or a framework in which the components run.
These frameworks include for example Microsoft’s .NET framework, and JavaBeans.

To take componentization even further services have emerged to free the developers from
componentmodels or platform and programming language specific implementations. Perrey
and Lycett defined services as something that adds value to the user and as a boundary
between the technical and business perspectives as well as between consumer and a provider.
[53] Using services as the building blocks of applications led to a paradigm called service-
oriented architecture (SOA). In his seminal book Erl [18] published a series of design
principles for SOA which include loose-coupling, abstraction, reusability, standardized
service contracts, autonomy, statelessness, discoverability, composability and service-
orientation and interoperability. These principles, even though over a decade old, line up
perfectly to business requirements, and interoperability and flexibility needs set for the new
industrial information and production systems.

For a decade web services using either World wide web consortium’s (W3C) standardized
technologies or representational state transfer (REST) ruled the research and industrial
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implementations of SOA.However recently new technologies have risen and a new paradigm
called microservices has been derived from SOA. Microservices share the design principles
introduced with SOA but introduce new technologies such as containerization and new
concepts such as continuous refactoring and continuous delivery and deployment [9].

Researchers have put a lot of effort in making their cases for software componentization
and SOA both in the ICT domain and in the industrial informatics domain. Microservices
have been seen as the state of the art way of implementing SOA, especially in the cloud
native environments. Large successful companies, including Netflix [47], Amazon [49],
EBay and Google [62], and Microsoft in Azure [48] have taken an aggressive approach
to adopting microservices architecture to their systems. This has been noticed also in the
scientific community. For example, the IEEE had hosted an International workshop on
Architecting with MicroServices in the year 2017 [46].

1.4 Research scope, method and goals

This thesis continues on the footsteps set by the scientific and industrial counterparts from
an industrial informatics point of view. Microservices architecture in its today’s form is a
relatively new concept that has sprung out and quickly gained popularity in the application
domain instead of research domain. Because of that it does not yet have an established
position in the industrial informatics research.

Research in software engineering and computer science domain has concentrated on the
organizational aspects and enabling software scalability and maintainability already from
the start of development. However industrial software has often special quality of services
requirements, which don’t come up in typical consumer applications. These quality of
service requirements include but are not excluded to security, reliability, predictable per-
formance under load, hard real-time capability and graceful degradation. Satisfying the
requirements is crucial for carrying out production orders safely and adequately. These
requirements typically get stricter the closer the software is to the physical operational
technology.

The goal of this thesis is to map the initial research efforts and to answer, how microservices
based architecture can be adopted to the industrial information systems development. To
aid in the research process the following questions were also formulated.

• What type of research is conducted onmicroservices in industrial information systems?

• What have been the motives behind the research?

• How have microservices been applied to industrial information systems? What are
the emerging standards and tools for applying microservices in industrial information
systems?

• What has been challenging in adopting microservices to industrial informatics?
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In addition to answering the questions above this thesis analyzes and synthesizes the
experiences and results published in research literature to gain further understanding in
applying microservices in industrial informatics domain. As a result this thesis also aims
in identifying gaps in existing research and possible opportunities for further research. The
scope of this research is limited to only microservices and industrial information systems
but literature and technical reports from the general software architecture domain are used
in explaining microservices architecture and concepts related to it.

To answer the questions a research method called systematic literature review is applied.
Systematic literature review was chosen as it fits the goals and is appropriate for answering
the set research questions. Systematic literature review as a method has the capability to
provide new information and insights from existing literature [63]. There is a clear demand
in creating more agile and flexible industrial systems as mentioned in the earlier section.
Systematic literature review helps the researchers and application developers to gather
information especially as no other similar reviews exist. The research method is explained
in detail in chapter 3 and the review protocol is documented in chapter 4.
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2. MICROSERVICES

2.1 Concept of microservices

According to Vural et al. [66] microservices were first mentioned in 2010 by Fernandez-
Villamor et al. in [19]. Fernandez-Villamor et al. described as ”a lightweight service
classification framework for REST architectural style” that takes advantage of semantic
service descriptions. More recent literature however maps microservices either as a new
architectural style or as a specialized implementation of SOA with new technologies instead
of a framework for REST [52].

One of the most cited definitions is written in Lewis and Fowler’s web article[22]. Their
definition is inspired by the success stories of cloud native companies. In the article Lewis
and Fowler describe microservices as an architectural style and define it through 9 common
characteristics. The characteristics and Lewis’s and Fowler’s main motivations are listed
below.

• Componentization via services. Services are independently deployable and thus
a change in a service does not require the redeployment of the whole application.
Explicitly published remote call interfaces and mechanisms make it impossible to
break a component’s encapsulation and lead to looser coupling.

• Organized around business capabilities. Organize teams around services and business
capabilities so that all required skills needed in development and project management
are available in each teams. This way no one has to work around team barriers to
create the experience desired.

• Products not projects. Teams should own the software product over its whole life
cycle instead of handing it over to some other organ after project deadline has been
met. The developers should be concerned of how their product could help the users
optimally and add value over the whole life cycle.

• Smart endpoints and dumb pipes. Instead of applying logic and routing in the commu-
nication structures between services the services should implement all the logic and
conversions needed and communication should be just simple requests and responses
as in the web.

• Decentralized governance. Teams can choose the way they work and choose the most
appropriate tools for their tasks. This is often difficult in centralized governance,
which drives for standardized tools and platforms.

• Decentralized data management. Centralized data management helps in keeping data
consistent but pushes different business capabilities to handle data in a uniform way,
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which might not be suitable in fulfilling their task. Decentralized data management
enables each business organ to handle their data in the most suited way.

• Infrastructure automation. Automating testing and deployment process is an important
step in managing microservices architecture as deploying lots of different services
manually is a gruesome task.

• Design for failure. Services running independently can fail at any time. Thus their
state and operation is monitored and possible faults and exceptions are handled
automatically.

• Evolutionary design. Services are developed in a manner, which makes it easy to
control change. Some services might be scrapped altogether in production and this
should not affect collaboration. [21]

Many other blog articles discuss similar characteristics or of a subset of the characteris-
tics presented by Lewis and Fowler. For example, Giamas [24] writes about Zalando’s
migration to microservices architecture and describes characteristics similar to design for
failure, infrastructure automation and componentization via services, Loftis [44] mentions
componentization via services, infrastructure automation and organizing around business
capabilities, and Richardson [56] writes about how componentization via services is done
and mentions infrastructure automation as a requirement. In addition to blog articles
Newman has published a list of seven characteristics. The list includes hiding implementa-
tion details into services, modeling around business services, decentralization, culture of
automation, deploying services independently, isolating failures and observability. [50]
Even though Newman’s list is two items shorter than Lewis and Fowler’s the content is
almost identical and the items map really close to each other.

According to these discussions and definitions, microservices as an architectural style is
an approach to developing an application as a set of small services. The services are built
around business capabilities, all services are running in their own processes and they com-
municate with some lightweight mechanism. Each service may be deployed independently
in a fully automated fashion. Governance and data management are distributed to the
services and centralized management is reduced to bare minimum.

The researchers and developers, who argue microservices as a new incarnation of SOA,
highlight the fact that many of the above mentioned characteristics are also achievable
and desirable in SOA. [52] Zimmermann goes as far as stating that design for failure
and high observability are key characteristics in any distributed system. Zimmermann
also notes that Lewis and Fowler’s, and Newman’s characteristics are a mix of process,
architecture and deployment properties. Architectural styles are usually defined using
technical constraints or intent, principles and patterns. Mixing process and deployment
concerns to the architectural definition blurs the actual architecture and the concerns would
be easier to consume and to apply if they appeared in a separate and dedicated place.[74]
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2.2 Advantages and drawbacks

Whether or not microservices is seen as an architectural style or as an implementation of
SOA, it has clearly gained traction in professional application development. The process
and development related characteristics in microservices have been an enabler and a success
factor, in a time when scalability, latency and security requirements have blown up [74].
This section lists down common benefits and drawbacks related to application development
using a microservices approach. The benefits and drawback were found from published
surveys, migration reports or blogs. The advantages and issues, which appeared in more
than a single source are collected to tables 2.1 and 2.2 respectively.

Table 2.1. Advantages of choosing microservices approach

Advantage Description Mentioned in
Clear boundaries Each developer team is responsible only for

the service they are developing and teams do
not share responsibilities.

[64] [21][27][37]

Testability Clearer scope and ownership gives developers
an incentive for higher test coverage.

[21][37]

Scalability System can be easily scaled by running more
instances of a busy service behind a load bal-
ancer.

[66][21][73][64]

Quick feedback loops Independent deployment supports faster re-
leases and thus the developers are able to re-
ceive feedback from consumers quicker.

[64][27]

Seamless integration Services developed in different programming
languages or based on different data storages
may be composed together seamlessly

[73][21]

Fault tolerance Services are designed to work independently
and to handle error cases gracefully. Multi-
ple design patterns have been developed to
handle cases where requested services are un-
available or where services need self healing.

[73][37][21][66]

Automation Deploying multiple services encourages in
automating the whole deployment pipeline
and to reduce manual configuration efforts.

[66][21][68]

On demand performance During high demand more services can be
deployed to achieve desired response times

[73][27]

Vural et al. [66] list agility, autonomy, scalability, resilience, and easy continuous deploy-
ment as benefits of choosing microservices architecture but they discuss very little about
the drawbacks. 3 out of these 6 benefits have been fitted to table 2.1. Resilience has been
interpreted as fault tolerance, easy continuous deployment as automation and scalability is
mentioned also in other papers as such. Zhu and Bayley [73] mention seamless integration,
continuous evolution, optimal runtime performance, scalability and fault tolerance. 4 of
the listed benefits were included in table 2.1 as such. Also Gouigoux and Tamzalit [27]
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Table 2.2. Issues and drawback in microservices approach

Issue Description Mentioned in
Increased brainload for developers Architecture based heavily on services in-

creases the total complexity of the system it-
self.

[64][4][68][73]

Requirement for automation Complex deployment and testing scenarios
are hard to set up and need senior and skilled
developers. Manual deployment and compo-
sition is not sufficient and takes up a lot of
effort.

[64][4][73]

mention performance and that microservices based application in their experience showed
sometimes even 10 times faster response times than the previous monolithic version of the
application. In addition to performance Gouigoux and Tamzalit list increased reuse, easier
and faster replacement, and lower customer support requirements. Faster replacement was
interpreted as quick feedback loops in the table 2.1 as it was described in a similar way.
Increased reuse was not mentioned by other papers probably as it should be achievable
with any component based development method.

Killalea [37] writes about the hidden dividends of microservices. Killalea includes 3
benefits, which are mentioned also in other articles, in the descriptions of the hidden
dividends. These 3 benefits are clear boundaries, fault tolerance, and testability. Taibi et al.
[64] have listed scalability, clear boundaries, independent deployment, and quick feedback
loops as benefits. All except independent deployment were mentioned as benefits in at least
one other article. Independent deployment has been mentioned in multiple articles but
instead of a benefit it has been mentioned as a property, requirement or a characteristic.
Finally in their migration report Wingelhofer et al. [68] compare their experiences from
a small development oraganization’s point of view against the common characteristics
listed by Lewis and Fowler. They experienced that the main advantages were automation
and enabling continuous evolution. Out of the 9 listed characteristics the development
organization could fill 8. Only decentralized governance was not suitable in the organization
in question.

Issues regarding microservices approach were all similar. Taibi et al. [64], Wingelhofer et
al. [68], Zhu and Bayley [73], and Balalaie et al. [4] all state that microservices approach
introduces a lot of complexities in the system. Learning the new tools and techniques
required is difficult and takes time. Handling all the tools and understanding, how the system
functions increases the developers’ brainload. Taibi et al. also list that as the architecture is
expected to evolve quickly over time the developers need to be particularly aware. Both Taibi
et al and Balalaie et al. go as far as stating that developing applications using microservices
approach requires more skilled or senior developers than the monolithic counterpart. Taibi
et al. and Balalaie et al. also mention that deploying the services becomes an issue and
requires automation. Again building the automated pipeline requires new type of skills and
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experience. Zhu and Bayley cite Daya et al., who state that there is no point in implementing
microservices without automation. Even though both of the issues in table 2.2 handle
increasing brainload, requirement for automation was introduced as separate issue as it was
not mentioned by Wingelhofer et al.

The advantages listed above are well in line with the characteristics discussed in 2.1. The
interesting thing in the mentioned issues and advantages is that both of the listed issues
were also seen as advantages in some other publication. For example automation or an
advantage closely related to automation was mentioned 3 of the chosen articles and still it
made its way also to the issues. Taibi et al. also saw the continuously evolving architecture
as a disadvantage even though Wingelhofer et al. listed it as the main benefit in their
publication. These contradictions may be a sign that developers in some organizations are
more prepared for the migration. The developers might have prior experience in developing
distributed systems and better understanding of continuous development methods. Also the
organizations’ products and solutions could be inherently a better fit for a microservices
based approach.

2.3 Core technologies and concepts

Some of the central concepts are already mentioned earlier in this chapter but this section
provides more insight and details about key concepts and some central technologies asso-
ciated with them. When discussing about microservices three concepts are mentioned in
almost all publications about microservices. These concepts are development operations
(DevOps), containerization, and messaging.

2.3.1 Development operations

According to Jabbari et al. [36] individual studies do not consistently use a single definition
of DevOps. Instead of a single definition some common components can be observed in
these studies. From these common components Jabbari et al. derieved that “DevOps is
a development methodology aimed at bridging the gap between Development (Dev) and
Operations (Ops), emphasizing communication and collaboration, continuous integration,
quality assurance and delivery with automated deployment utilizing a set of development
practices.” as a short definition for DevOps after data extraction from 44 DevOps related
research articles. The definition wraps the cultural and technological aspects nicely together.

From a culture point of view DevOps aims at breaking the walls between the maintanance /
support and developers. Developers should take part in the maintanance and support and
vice versa. [34] Close collaboration and teamwork between development and operations is
also critical, because not all information can be effectively shared over team boundaries
[45].

Even though cultural aspects are strongly present in the defintion, in practice DevOps is
often realized only by utilizing tools to form an automated pipeline from development to
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deployment [34]. Establishing a the pipeline also works as an enabler in the cultural shift
as the developers and operations personnel have to together form an understanding of the
products whole life cycle already in the beginning of the development process. A typical
DevOps pipeline from development to production environment is depicted in figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1. Typical development operations pipeline. Adopted from [73].

The DevOps pipeline forms an automated path from development to deployment. Develop-
ers write their own unit and regression tests for the features they provide. These tests are
run after the build along with other regression and integration tests. Features that pass these
tests are pushed to package repository. From the repository new features are published
to a testing environment, in which other developers or a select set of end users get to test
the features. If problems occur the changes can be easily reverted back to the previous
version from the repository. If no problems arise the feature can be pushed on to the staging
environment, where it waits for release to production environment. The feature is pushed
to production when it has passed the tests and the feature release is scheduled.

The cultural aspects of DevOps are really similar to the microservices characteristics orga-
nizing around business capabilities and products not projects. Both concentrate on ripping
specialized one dimensional teams apart and promote collaboration and product ownership.
Also the reliance on tools and automation is present in both DevOps and microservices.
The most prominent defining factors have been embedded in the microservices approach.
Because of this it’s no wonder that DevOps is often referenced in the literature regarding
microservices or that microservices approach shares a lot of the concepts with DevOps.

2.3.2 Containerization

Containerization, sometimes referred to as operation system level virtualization, is a vir-
tualization technique similar to virtual machines. Virtual machines have been the go to
virtualization technology for a decade. A full virtualized system gets a set of isolated
resources allocated for it and requires a full guest operating system installed on its allocated
resources. In contrast to virtual machines, containers allow sharing the underlying platform
and infrastructure in a secure but also portable way. Containers share the kernel with the
host operating system and only run in separate processes on the container engine in the host
operating system. This makes containers require less file space, random access memory
and a lot faster at startup than an equivalent virtual machine. Containers contain packaged
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ready-to-deploy parts of applications and if needed the necessary business logic and / or
middleware. [51] The difference in architecture stack is portrayed in figure 2.2

Figure 2.2. Comparison between virtualization architecture achieved by using virtual
machines and container. Virtualization using containers on the left and virtualization with
virtual machines on the right. Adopted from [51].

The properties mentioned abovemake containers suitable for software delivery. Each remote
machine can run several containers all sharing the same underlying kernel. Containers take
up only a negligible amount of drive space compared to a virtual machine and they can
be sent through network and started up almost instantly. In addition containers contain
all required dependencies so they can be deployed on any machine that runs on the same
operating system. The same properties also make containerization an excellent tool in
microservices architecture as it enables fast and automated deployment in an isolated
environment with all dependencies but access to shared resources.

Docker is the de facto industry standard for containerization to such an extent that in some
publications it is viewed as synonymous to containerization. In their review Vural et al. [66]
mentioned Docker as the most often occurring tool in proposed or implemented solutions.
Docker provides its own image and runtime specifications, has built in support in Ama-
zon’s, Microsoft’s and Google’s cloud environments, and the deployment of containerized
applications can be automated using Docker’s own orchestration engine Swarm or Google’s
Kubernetes. Docker also provides metrics for monitoring the execution of containers. [73]

2.3.3 Lightweight messaging

Messaging and data interchange play a huge role in distributed applications such as those
designed and developed with microservices. In the traditional SOA approach W3C stan-
dardized WS* web services often rise as the proposed or implemented solution. However in
microservices approach according to Vural et al. [66] these standards were not mentioned
even once in the literature regarding microservices. Instead Vural et al. see Represen-
tational state transfer (REST) as the emerging standard in messaging. Even the W3C
markup standards WSDL and WADL were completely absent in the papers included in the
review and only Swagger (the tools for implementing Open API specification) appeared as
a service description markup language.
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REST

Representational state transfer is an architectural style developed for distributed hypermedia
systems. As an architectural style, REST doesn’t introduce any implementation details
but instead the architectural style just a set of constraints for the components and their
interfaces. [20] Using SOAP as an interaction protocol requires several specifications and
formal documents even for a simple web service. REST architectural style provides a
simpler alternative.

REST is derived using six principles: client-server model, statelessness, cache, uniform
interface, layered system and code-on-demand. The principles are applied in the order they
are mentioned starting from a null point in which there are no constraints whatsoever. The
key behind client-server model is the separation of concerns. The user interface is stored
and handled on the client side and data is stored on the server. Statelessness states that
session state is stored in the client side and all information needed to fulfill a request is
passed to the server in the request. Since sending all relevant session state over the network
each time a request is made, caching is introduced as the following constraint to improve
network efficiency. Information labeled as cacheable may be stored in the client cache and
reused for later equivalent requests. [20]

According to Fielding uniform interface between components is the central feature, which
distinguishes REST from other architectural patterns. Uniform interface simplifies the
architecture, increases visibility and decouples the implementations from the services
they provide. Layered system constraint enables the service to hide full complexity of the
services. The client only interacts with the utmost layer of the service and he does not
need to be aware of the intermediaries such as load balancing or security policies in place.
Finally the code-on-demand is an optional constraint. It allows the client to download
applets or scripts from the server to extend its functionality. [20]

JSON

JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) is an alternative data interchange format for XML. The
goal of JSON has been to make it lightweight, text-based and highly interoperable. Like
the name JSON suggests JSON objects can be made from JavaScript objects. However,
this behavior is not in any way exclusive to JavaScript and most programming languages
offer ways to pack objects into JSON format effectively. JSON can represent four different
primitive types, strings, numbers, booleans, and null, and two structured types, objects,
and arrays. [11]

The idea of an object varies widely between different programming languages. Languages
are continuously evolving and the concepts of objects are often divergent. That’s why
JSON instead describes objects as collections of name and value pairs. Most programming
languages have some way of managing this kind of collections, often with a name like
struct, record, dict, map, hash, or object. [16] Objects in the JSON format are zero or more
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1 ExampleObject = {
2 "name":"John",
3 "age":30,
4 "cars": [
5 { "name":"Ford", "models":[ "Fiesta", "Focus", "Mustang" ] },
6 { "name":"BMW", "models":[ "320", "X3", "X5" ] },
7 { "name":"Fiat", "models":[ "500", "Panda" ] }
8 ]
9 }

Program 2.1. ExampleObject with properties name, age, and cars in JSON notation.

name and value pairs wrapped inside curly brackets. Names are strings. A single colon
after the name separates the value from the associated name. A single comma separates the
value from the following name. All names in an object should be unique. [11] An example
of a JSON object is shown in program 2.1.

In program 2.1 the object ExampleObject includes name and value pairs with names name,
age, and cars. The last mentioned name is associated with a value representing another
object. This kind of object nesting is possible and allows the creation and representation of
complex graphlike structures in JSON format. JSON doesn’t directly support cyclic graphs
[16].

Internal representations of a number varies between programming languages. Most lan-
guages make a distinction between integers, floating, fixed or binary numbers. The dif-
ferences in internal representations make interchange between languages difficult. JSON
format doesn’t make a difference between integers or decimal numbers. All numbers in
JSON are just a sequence of digits. All programming languages have a way of making
sense of these sequences even if the internal representations would differ. [16]

Strings in JSON are a sequence of Unicode points wrapped in quotation marks. Special
characters like backslashes or other quotation marks wrapped inside the sequence can
escaped by inserting a backslash in front of the special character. Alternatively, if a
character is in the basic multilingual plane it may be represented as a six character sequence
beginning with a backslash. This type of string representation is common in the C family
of programming languages. [11]

Array structures are a common concept in almost every programming language. They often
go by names like array, vector, or list. In JSON array is described with a list of values
separated by single commas and wrapped inside square brackets. Values can be any of the
types JSON supports and nesting objects or arrays inside arrays is possible. [16] Example
of arrays are shown in program 2.1. The name cars is associated with an array of objects.
Each of the objects has a name models, which refers to an array of strings.
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2.4 Aligning microservices to the future visions

The properties and concepts mentioned in this chapter and the visions for more flexible
and interoperable industrial informatics match together nicely. Particularly the technical
advantages scalability, seamless integration, on demand performance, automation and fault
tolerance mentioned in the table 2.1 fit perfectly with the vision of seamless computing
where business critical workloads are mobile and can bemoved between computing domains
according to their requirements. For example Aazam et al. [1] describe the capability for
fast response times and computation offloading as ”inevitable requirements” for realizing
industrial internet of things.

Operating system level virtualization makes it possible to wrap applications and all their
dependencies to an easily and quickly deployable package. Different tools and services
already allow monitoring service loads and automatic horizontal scaling to tackle peak
loads, and orchestration tools enable complex service compositions. Operating system
level virtualization also tackles interoperability issues in the heterogeneous environment
as all devices running some supported operating system can also run the containerized
applications with minimal configuration efforts. In addition to this interoperability issues
are tackled by using standard technologies in communication interfaces and hiding im-
plementation specific details such as data formats or programming languages inside the
service implementation.

Developers and engineers who use and maintain the industrial information systems are more
than often not the same people who have developed the services. Contractors, consultants
and in-house experts develop, design and often introduce the systems before handing them
out to operators and maintenance. However, on the shop floor of a production facility it is
common to have equipment and software from various vendors. Most of the development
work has already been done by these vendors and they carry the responsibilities of their
products and software. This habit matches nicely with the clear boundaries organizational
advantage of microservices. Especially if the development on the vendors side is organized
around business capabilities.

The major disadvantage of the microservices based architecture is increased complexity
and brainload for developers. The main reason for the increased complexity comes from
the distributed nature of microservices. This distributed nature is an inherent feature
of industrial information systems in general and thus the developers should be familiar
with defining interfaces and complex composition situations. Still the range of possible
hardware and software components is huge and the software development processes may
vary between organizations. Transition to an even more complex system of systems might
still cause headache for some developers.
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3. SYSTEMATIC LITERATURE REVIEW

Huge amount of research is produced world wide each year. Especially in the technology
oriented fields of study the amount of published material is overwhelming. New tech-
nologies are adopted on multiple domains simultaneously and simple keyword searches
might be insufficient to find relevant information. Also independent sources might reveal
conflicting results due to sample variation, study differences, flaws or bias. These situations
blur the overall picture. What has been studied? Which results are reliable? Should the
results be used as a basis for policy decisions or industrial implementations?

Systematic literature review (SLR) is a clearly defined research method, which addresses the
above mentioned problems. SLRs aim at being methodological, repeatable, and thorough.
They adopt a systematic approach to minimize any bias, which might be prevalent in ad-hoc
research. [3] Baumeister & Leary [5] give five main goals for systematic literature reviews.
The main goals are

• theory development,

• theory evaluation,

• mapping,

• problem identification,and

• providing historical account on a topic.

Each goal has implications for the structure and the place of the article. Already from
the ambitious goals, it is easy to see that a SLR is a piece of research on its own. By its
nature, SLRs are able to address much broader questions than single empirical studies ever
can. SLRs are a popular research method in multiple fields of study. Adaption to software
engineering has happened quite recently through evidence-based software engineering [38].
SLRs are called secondary studies. Secondary studies form new information by combining
parts or elements from results from primary studies in a quantitative or qualitative manner.

SLRs are an appropriate research method for novices. There are clearly defined protocols
and guidelines on conducting SLRs.[3] This thesis follows the guidelines set by Kitchenham
et al. [39]. In the guidelines the SLR process is split into 3 phases: planning, conducting,
and reporting. Each of the phases is covered in more detail in the subsections. All subsec-
tions are adopted from the guidelines written by Kitchenhamm et al. The few side notes
taken from other sources are cited accordingly.
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3.1 Planning phase

The final goal of the planning phase is to set up a research plan and to formulate research
questions. The research plan defines the progression of the research. The research questions
are an integral part of the research. Everything in the research should contribute in answer-
ing the set questions objectively and according to the research protocol. Kitchenhamm et
al. [39] divide the planning phase to five steps.

1. Identifying the need for the research.

2. (Commissioning the review.)

3. Specifying the research questions.

4. Developing a review protocol.

5. (Evaluating the review protocol.)

The first step in the planning process is identifying the need for the research. This includes
going through existing reviews on the topic and getting an overall image of the field of
study by reading existing research on the topics. When the need for a research is identified,
research questions may be formulated. One could also commission the research, if he is
not capable of conducting the research on his own.

Themost important step in the planning phase is specifying the research questions. Research
questions drive the whole process of planning and conducting a SLR. Research questions
decide, what is researched, which studies are brought into inclusion consideration, and by
which criteria the studies are searched for. The research questions play also a large role in
the methods used in data extraction and data analysis stages. Research questions have to
explicitly describe the researched topics and they have to be relevant for the researchers and
for those, who plan on taking advantage of the research results. Answers to the research
questions should provide new information or verify existing information.

Review protocol determines the methods used in conducting the SLR. Review protocol
includes the strategies for searching, including and excluding studies, the assessment criteria
for included studies, strategies for data extraction and data analysis, and finally the review
schedule. All parts of the review protocol should be described in a systematic and explicit
manner.

Data analysis is often referred to as data synthesis. In data synthesis the reviewers collate
and summarize the results of the included primary studies. The form of synthesis to be
used in conducting the SLR should be defined in the review protocol. As the actual data is
not available in the planning phase, some of the issues can not be resolved in the planning
phase. For example if there is no evidence of heterogeneity in the data, subset analysis
investigating heterogeneity is not required in the conducting phase.

According to Kitchenhamm et al [39] there are three forms of synthesis, narrative, quantita-
tive and qualitative. Quantitative synthesis is appropriate, when the results are in a numeric
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form or the results may be converted to a numeric form. Qualitative synthesis is used when
results are in natural language. Narrative synthesis is used in highlighting similarities or
differences between studies. In a narrative synthesis the information should be tabulated in
a manner consistent with the research questions. Applying statistical techniques to obtain
quantitative synthesis from descriptive (non-quantitative) results is called a meta-analysis.

The planning phase is often an iterative process. The results in later phases of the reviewing
process might affect the earlier phases. For example, identifying the need for research and
specifying the research questions are strongly coupled and study inclusion and exclusion
criteria defined in the review protocol might need altering during the conducting phase.
As the planning phase is a critical element in the credibility and success of the review, the
protocol should be peer-reviewed. Detecting the deficiencies in the review protocol as early
as possible saves both reviewers’ time and effort. [39]

3.2 Conducting and reporting phases

In systematic literature reviews, the conducting phase is a step-wise and iterative process as
the planning phase. Conducting phase should be tested already during the planning phase
in order to continuously improve the research plan using the arising problems. Conducting
phase progresses as defined in the research plan. First step is to search the selected resources
and select the studies to include in the review. These studies are then further analyzed and
their results are assessed and synthesized. [39]

Searching the resources aims at finding all relevant studies handling the selected topic.
Preliminary searches can be conducted using digital libraries, but final searching needs
to be done using multiple resources and as described in the review protocol. Different
keywords and conditions should be trialled to find the most suitable ones. Used resources,
search dates and search conditions need to be documented explicitly so that the readers can
assess the quality and extent of the searches.

After searching the reviewer has to select, which studies will be included in the review.
According to Kitchenhamm et al’s guidelines the study selection is done according to the
inclusion and exclusion criteria described in the review protocol. This is a sensitive part
in the SLR. The reviewer must exclude the studies, which don’t answer any set research
questions. Still all relevant studies that might affect the results of the SLR have to be
included in the SLR. Siddaway [63] recommends keeping track of borderline cases. If
many cases require subjective judgement in the selection, the inclusion and exclusion
criteria should be revisited.

The following step in the conducting phase is assessing the quality of the selected studies.
Assessing the quality of an individual study is challenging. In fact Babar and Zhang [3] list
it as one of the major challenges in conducting SLRs. Babar and Zhang argue that because
of the lack of clear guidelines in assessing quality, only a few of the researchers actually
assess the quality of selected studies in SLRs. The guidelines provided by Kitchenham et
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al. also mention the difficulty of assessing the quality of an individual study but state that
bias and method validity problems can be noticeable. The results of the quality assessment
can be used to investigate whether the quality differences provide explanation for different
results or to guide recommendations for further research.

The reviewer designs data extraction forms to make conducting data extraction systematic
and objective. The reviewer has to design the extraction forms so that all information
needed to answer the research questions and to assess the study quality are captured in
the forms. If quality conditions are set in the criteria used in study selection, the reviewer
should design a separate quality assessment form. This is because the information must
be collected already before the main data extraction phase. If quality assessment is done
only as a part of the data analysis, quality criteria and the review data can be included in a
single form. According to Kitchenham et al. at least two reviewers should perform data
extraction independently on the selected papers whenever possible. If this is not possible,
data extraction should be made as consistent and systematic as possible. After the data
extraction the results are analyzed and gathered for synthesis. The synthesis should be
performed as described in the review protocol.

The final phase of the SLR process is reporting. Main goals in the reporting phase are
presenting the findings and the documentating SLR process including the review protocol
in a readable form. Kitchenham et al. include the submission to appropriate scientific
publications and peer reviews as a part of the reporting phase.
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4. REVIEW PROTOCOL

Review protocol used in conducting this thesis study is presented in this chapter. SLR
is a method for objectively analyzing existing information and combining it to form new
information. SLR as a research method and the guidelines used in conducting this thesis
study is described in the previous chapter.

After getting a picture of the current state of research, research questions for this thesis
were formulated. Then the search conditions and keywords for finding all studies relevant
for answering the research questions were composed. From the found studies the ones
matching the inclusion and not exclusion criteria were selected. The selected studies went
through the quality assessment and data analysis phases. 17 studies were finally selected
for the data extraction and analysis.

4.1 Research questions

Initial mapping showed that microservices research has not yet matured. The studies
that came up during examination had various definitions of microservices but most im-
plementations had similarities between them. Most articles had a positive tone and the
implementations and experience reports stated multiple benefits when migrating to mi-
croservices. Despite the positive tone only a few articles in the initial mapping had any
references to industrial information systems. Thus the final research questions remained
open-ended. Final research questions are listed below.

R1 What type of research is conducted on microservices in industrial information systems?

R2 What have been the motives behind the research?

R3 How have microservices been applied to industrial information systems? What are the
emerging standards and tools for applying microservices in industrial information
systems?

R4 What has been challenging in adopting microservices to industrial informatics?

4.2 Searching process

Conducting a SLR starts with defining the searching process and searching the studies from
selected resources and with selected conditions. The searching process in this thesis is split
to 3 phases. The studies included in the data analysis are the results of the whole searching
process. The first phase of the searching process is defining the rules for searching and
selecting resources to be searched. The second phase is defining the inclusion and exclusion
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criteria to be used in selecting the included studies from the list of all found studies. After
defining the rules the actual search is conducted.

4.2.1 Search criteria

Defining search criteria for the SLR was a challenging task. To eliminate irrelevant search
results as early as possible, search criteria have to be well thought. However, too strict
search criteria might exclude also relevant studies from the search results. In this thesis
this problem was approached iteratively in a top-down fashion.

The first iterations for finding suitable search criteria was done with extremely loose criteria.
First searches were done using just keywords microservices. These searches in various
digital libraries included thousands of results. Just by adding the keyword industrial after
AND boolean operator to the end of the keywords limited the amount of results to a fraction
of the first search. In fact the results diminished so much that it was highly probable that
with this search criterion some plausible articles were not included in the search results.
By changing the keyword after the AND operator it became clear that multiple different
keywords were needed to find all relevant articles. After trial and error the final search
query formed to:

(microservices AND industrial) OR (microservices AND industry) OR (microservices AND
factory) OR (microservices AND manufacturing) OR (microservices AND cyber-physical)
OR (microservices AND cyberphysical).

With this query large majority of the found studies seemed relevant according to their titles.
In some digital libraries such as ACM Digital Library the number of boolean operators
in a single query was limited so the query had to be split up to several queries. The final
search criteria left some seemingly irrelevant results, but a broad scope enables as many
articles as possible to be brought into consideration.

4.2.2 Selection criteria

To be included in the SLR every study had to pass at least one of the inclusion criteria.
Besides passing at least one inclusion criterion the study was not allowed to match any
exclusion criterion. When defining criteria, the main target was to make the selection
process fast and simple.

The exclusion criteria were kept simple. Following exclusion criteria were set for the found
articles.

E1. Study does not address microservices as a means of developing future industrial
information systems.

E2. Study is not a scientific publication. (Conference article or a journal article)
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E3. Study is a review.

E4. Study is published before the year 2014.

These criteria were selected as they appeared sufficient in eliminating studies, which were
irrelevant in answering the set research questions, already in an early stage of the whole SLR
process. Books about microservices were also ignored as the thesis study is aimed more
at scientific peer-reviewed publications. Studies published before 2014 were eliminated
in the selection process, as there have been huge advances in technology during recent
years. Also the shift in architectural models and movement to cloud has made a lot of of
the publications prior to 2014 irrelevant to this study.

Also 4 inclusion criteria were set. To be included in the review a study had to fill at least
one inclusion criterion and none of the exclusion criteria.

I1. Study includes a vision of using microservices in industrial information systems.

I2. Study mentions one or more technologies that are used in microservices architecture.

I3. Study lists challenges or benefits of choosing microservices architecture.

I4. Study states motivations for using microservices in industrial information systems.

These inclusion criteria made sure each included study made remarks on the topic which
helped in answering the research questions set for the review. To check a study against the
criteria the abstracts of each study were read. In borderline cases even the whole study was
read to ensure the study met requirements.

4.2.3 Search

Search was conducted using search engines IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library, ScienceDi-
rect, and SpringerLink. To make sure no relevant studies were missed collective search
engines Google Scholar, Scopus, and Web of Science were also used. The results of the
latter search engines included large amount of duplicates. Multiple resources and search
engines helped in reaching as large coverage as possible while using only digital libraries.

The total number of results found and the number of studies brought into consideration
from each digital library using the query mentioned in section 4.2.1 is 25. Many of the
articles were rejected as they matched the exclusion criterion E1. Especially the keywords
industry and industrial brought a lot of misses to the results, as they could be interpreted to
any industry and industrial adoption in software engineering. Further details of the search
and results are in chapter 5.

4.3 Study assessment

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the quality of included studies needs to be assessed.
Also the quality of literature concerning the topic gets simultaneously evaluated while
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assessing individual studies. No studies were excluded after the assessment phase. Study
assessment focuses mainly on the quality of reporting. One can not make assumptions on
the reliability of the results based on the quality assessment. Results of the study assessment
are presented in section 5.2.

A scoring method was developed for the quality assessment. Scoring was done by answering
predetermined questions. All questions were composed so that they could be answered yes,
no, or partly. Assessed study received 1 point from each yes answer and 0.5 points from
each partly answer. Study did not receive any points from a no answer. The overall quality
score was the sum of points received from all questions.

Assessment questions are taken from the long list of study quality assessment questions
provided by Kitchenham et al. [39]. Selected questions were most appropriate for this
thesis’s research questions. Selected questions mainly address the clarity of reporting, bias,
and repeatability of the studies. Assessment questions and their explanations are written
below.

A1. Are the aims of the study clearly stated?

A2. Are the measures used in the study clearly defined?

A3. Are the results clearly stated?

A4. Are all study questions answered?

Goal of the first assessment question is to find out, have the writer’s identified the need
for their research and stated the ambitions of the study. The motivation, provided related
works and background, and research questions of the study were examined to answer this
question. In practice this assessment question yielded only yes or no answers.

The second question evaluates the research methodology used in the study. Especially, how
well was the used method reported in the study. Explicitly and clearly reported methodology
earned 1 point, a general explanation earned 0.5 points and ignoring methodology did not
earn points.

The third and fourth assessment questions deal with the results of the study. The third
question focuses on the reporting. Clearly reported results earned 1 point, implicitly
reported results earned 0.5 points and ambiguously reported results or findings did not
receive any points. The fourth question is more focused on the quality of the reported
results. Do the presented results answer to the research questions set in the study? If
the study answered most set research questions, it received 1 point. Otherwise the study
received 0.5 points, if it answered the most important research questions and 0 points, if
the study did not clearly answer any set research questions. A perfect quality assessment
score is thus 4.
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4.4 Data extraction

Data extraction follows study assessment. The goal in data extraction is to find all relevant
information for answering the SLR’s research questions from the included studies. In this
thesis a data extraction form was used in data extraction. Due to the nature of the thesis and
the set research questions most of the fields in the data extraction form are natural language
fields. Also only a few of the included studies had clearly stated numerical values in them.

Table 4.1. Data extraction form.

Field Explanation Data type Reason
F1. Researchers Text Reference
F2. Publication Text Reference
F3. Title Text Reference
F4. Year published Integer Reference
F5. Cited by Integer Reference
F6. Assessment score Decimal Quality assessment
F7. Research method Text RQ1.
F8. Results Text RQ1.
F9. Motives of applying microservices Text RQ2.
F10. Challenges and benefits Text RQ4.
F11. Technologies used Text RQ3.
F12. Other relevant information Text Other

Studies were carefully read through while simultaneously filling the data extraction forms
for each study. All fields in the data extraction form and their explanations are shown
in table 4.1. In addition to the information needed in answering the review’s research
questions, the data extraction form includes fields, which capture information about the
study itself. Fields F1— F5 capture the essential referencing information of the study. Field
F6 is the overall quality assessment score for the study, which is calculated as explained
in section 4.3. Field F7 is documented to map the research methods used in the included
studies but also answers to RQ1 as such. Field F7 is also used in analyzing the field of
study itself.

Rest of the fields in table 4.1 are included in the data extraction form to enable answering
in the research questions. As the results in the included studies are not quantitative, data
captured in the fields from F8 to F12 is in textual form.

4.5 Data analysis

Finally the extracted information is analyzed and put together to form new information. In
this thesis the method for conducting data analysis is qualitative meta-synthesis. In the
guidelines by Kitchenham et al [39] the qualitative meta-synthesis is referred to as mere
reciprocal translation. However Walsh & Downe [67] split the qualitative metasynthesis
into two phases.
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According to Walsh & Downe first part of qualitative meta-synthesis is to compare and
group concepts and technologies presented in the included studies. The result of the first
phase is a grid of concepts, in which the concepts closely related to each other are grouped
together. Reciprocal translation is done after the completion of the grid of concepts. In
the reciprocal translation the synthesis is build from bottom-up by comparing the data
extracted from one study individually to other included studies. Concepts, which appear
synonymous, are translated to a single concept and similarities found in the studies are
bundled together.

In this study the reciprocal translation is done as a first step in the qualitative meta synthesis
and it is reported already in chapter 5 where the data extraction results are reported. Raw
data extraction results were so comprehensive that they would have taken too much space in
the scope of this thesis. After the data extraction results the qualitative analysis is reported in
the form of discussion, and comparison between the extracted results and the IT domain in
chapter 6. This analysis method is slightly different to what was proposed by the guidelines
or by Walsh & Downe but fits the set aims and research questions better.
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5. OVERVIEW OF RESULTS

5.1 Search results and general information

The search was conducted on August 2nd 2018. The results from each search engine are
collected to table 5.1. The total number of search results was quite high, 1175. Fortunately
a large fraction of the studies were not valid for consideration based on their title alone
and this eased up the selection work. Also over half of the results (751) were from Google
Scholar. These results included lots of books, book chapters and articles from non peer
reviewed sources like arXiv.org and thus the results were faster to go through than results
from other libraries.

Table 5.1. Total number of studies found and the number of studies brought into consider-
ation.

Resource Found studies Articles considered
IEEE Xplore 51 8
ACM Digital Library 20 3
ScienceDirect 109 9
SpringerLink 113 0
Google Scholar 751 5
Scopus 96 0
Web of Science 33 0
TOTAL 1175 25

Finally only 25 articles were brought into inclusion consideration based on their titles
and abstracts. Even though multiple test searches were done in the IEEE, ACM, Sci-
enceDirect and SpringerLink search engines when fine tuning the search query Google’s
world-renowned algorithms were able to find four articles that matched the search query
but did not show up in their own search engines. Also one article published in Wiley’s
digital library was brought into consideration from the Google Scholar search.

Out of the articles brought into consideration 23 were fully available online. These articles
were read through carefully and assessed against the exclusion and inclusion criteria. Out
of the 1175 search results 17 were included into the review. These articles are listed in
table 5.2.

The number of articles shrank even more when considered articles were read through since
two articles were published with slightly different titles but essentially the same input in
different journals, also four of the articles brought into consideration after reading the title
and abstracts did not match any of the set inclusion criteria. The final number of articles
included in the review is low. This goes to show that research that fits in to the scope of the
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Table 5.2. Studies included to the review.

Ref Authors Title
[57] Rufino J., Alam M., Ferreira J.,

Rehman A., Kim, F.T.
Orchestration of containerized microservices for IIoT
using Docker

[35] Innerbichler J., Gonul S.,
Damjanovic-Behrendt V., Mandler
B., Strohmeier F.

NIMBLE collaborative platform: Microservice archi-
tectural approach to federated IoT

[58] Schäffer E., Leibinger H., Stamm A.,
Brossog M., Franke J.

Configuration based process and knowledge manage-
ment by structuring the software landscape of global
operating industrial enterprises with Microservices

[41] Lee C.K.M., Zhang S.Z., Ng K.K.H Development of an industrial Internet of things suite
for smart factory towards re-industrialization

[15] Santos De Brito M., Saiful H.,
Steinke R., Willner A.

Towards Programmable Fog Nodes in Smart Factories

[25] Gogouvitis S.V., Mueller H., Prem-
nadh S., Seitz A., Bruegge B.

Seamless computing in industrial systems using con-
tainer orchestration

[7] Bloch H., Hansel S., Hoernicke M.,
Stark K., Menschner A., Fay A., Ur-
bas L., Knohl T., Bernshausen J.

State-based control of process services within modular
process plants

[65] Thramboulidis K., Vactsevanou D.,
Solanos A.

Cyber-physical microservices: An IoT-based frame-
work for manufacturing systems

[6] Bloch H., Hansel S., Hoernicke M.,
Stark K., Menschner A., Fay A., Ur-
bas L., Knohl T., Bernshausen J.

A microservice-based architecture approach for the
automation of modular process plants

[26] Götz B., Schel D., Bauer D., Henkel
C., Einberger P., Bauernhansl T.

Challenges of Production Microservices

[2] Afanasev M., Fedosov Y.V., Krylova
A.A., Shorokhov S.A.

An application of microservices architecture pattern to
create a modular computer numerical control system

[10] CiavottaM., AlgeM., Menato S., Ro-
vere D., Pedrazzoli P.

A Microservice-based Middleware for the Digital Fac-
tory

[29] Ha J, Kim J., Park H., Lee J., Jo H.,
Kim H., Jang J.

A web-based service deployment method to edge de-
vices in smart factory exploiting Docker

[8] Borodulin K., Radchenko G., Shes-
takov A., Sokolinsky L., Tchernykh
A., Prodan R.

Towards Digital Twins Cloud Platform: Microservices
and Computational Workflows to Rule a Smart Factory

[60] Seningtona R., Patakib B., Wang
X.V.

Using docker for factory system software management:
Experience report

[30] Habl A., Kipouridis O., Fottner J. Deploying microservices for a cloud-based design of
system-of-systems in intralogistics

[54] Porrmann T., Essmann R., Colombo
A.W.

Development of an event-oriented, cloud-based
SCADA system using a microservice architecture un-
der the RAMI4.0 specification: Lessons learned

thesis has not been conducted much despite of the popularity of microservices in the IT
domain.

All of the included articles have been published either year 2017 or year 2018. There were
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77 unique author names listed in the included articles and only a group of seven authors had
been listed as authors in two papers. Both the recent publication dates and the broad range
of authors indicate that even though microservices have been a hot topic in IT domain for
already multiple years their potential has been noticed in the industrial information systems
domain just now.

5.2 Quality assessment

The quality assessment using the protocol shown in section 4.3 focused mainly on how
well the reporting was conducted in each study. Quality assessment scores are visually in
figure 5.1 and in table 5.3.
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Figure 5.1. The distribution of overall quality assessment scores.

Table 5.3. Average and deviation of assessment scores by assessment question

Assessment question Score 0 Score 0.5 Score 1.0 Average Deviation
A1. 0 8 9 0.76 0.26
A2. 7 4 6 0.47 0.44
A3. 0 7 10 0.79 0.25
A4. 4 5 8 0.62 0.42
Overall 2.65 1.02

As figure 5.1 shows, the overall assessment scores are almost uniformly distributed from
1 to 4, and none of the studies received an overall assessment score below 1.0. However,
the assessment criteria were set so that score 2.0 was possible even with poor / implicit
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reporting that required reading between the lines. 7 out of the 17 included studies received
an assessment score lower than or equal to 2.0, which is alarming.

Table 5.3 shows the number of studies that received a certain score, average scores, and the
deviation of the scores grouped by the assessment question. Stating the aims or goals of the
study (A1) or documenting results (A3) were not a problem. All studies included had stated
their aims some way and 9 out of 17 studies stated the goals of the study well. All studies
also documented the results and conclusions and 10 out of 17 studies documented results
and findings clearly and concisely. Problematic parts in many studies were documenting
the measures used (A2) in the study and answering the research questions or meeting the
aims stated in the study (A4).

Only 6 studies defined the used measures clearly and 7 studies did not define any of the used
measures or their relationship to the research. Some studies could not define their measures,
because of the nature of the study such as [8], in which the authors define the concept of
a cloud platform that provides Digital twins as a service. There were also studies, which
received a 0 from assessment question A2 even though there could have been measures.
A good example is [29], where the authors’ goal is to provide an easier way to deploy
microservices to edge devices. This ease of use was not tested or at least the measures used
were not reported in the study.

Score of assessment question A4 was often proportional to the assessment question A2. In
most of the studies that received a bad score in A4 it seems like somewhere in the process
of writing the authors’ had lost track of their goals and changed the view point ever so
slightly that the documented results might have been well in line with the used measures
but not really with the aims or problems stated in the beginning. Again here the studies
that were proposals or visionary make an exception to the proportionality.

5.3 Data extraction results

5.3.1 Research types

The articles could be split in to three separate main categories based on their research types.
Six of the studies included an implementation and its analysis, two studies were experience
reports and the rest were narrative studies, which defined architecture proposals, concepts
or paradigms.

Results reported in the included articles were mostly qualitative and visionary. This is
obvious for the concept definitions and some what assumed for architecture proposals, but
even the articles that included demonstrations or proper implementations lacked quantifiable
results. The exceptions to this were [2] and [57], in which the authors provided clear
quantified measurement results of their implementations’ performance.
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5.3.2 Motivations for choosing microservices

Motivations for using microservices architecture as an approach for developing future indus-
trial information systems were stated in every included article. The motivations for choosing
microservices architecture could be split to six different categories: increased flexibility,
modularity, better interoperability between components, faster and easier deployment,
technology scalability and cost reduction.

The difference between flexibility and modularity in the scope of this thesis is that flexibility
refers to the possibility of reconfiguring existing software and hardware combinations for
different tasks whereas modularity refers to being able to build, deploy or change parts
of the software without affecting the rest of the software. Interoperability means the
possibility to make heterogeneous devices communicate with each other or even run the
same software. Faster and easier deployment means that software could be distributed
centrally and automatically to their final runtime environment.

Most included articles listed multiple reasons for choosing microservices and a few had
mentioned only a single reason. The motivations mentioned in each article are in table
5.4. In most cases the motivations were stated with the exact words that are the column
headers in table 5.4. In articles [8] and [58] the motivations were derived from the content
in articles’ introductory chapters.

Table 5.4. Motivations for choosing microservices architecture

Ref Flex
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[57] X X
[35] X X
[58] X
[41] X X X
[15] X X X
[25] X X
[7] X
[65] X X
[6] X X
[26] X X
[2] X X
[10] X X
[29] X
[8] X
[60] X X
[30] X
[54] X X X
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5.3.3 Perceived challenges and benefits

The included articles mentioned multiple challenges and benefits in implementing produc-
tion level software for industrial information systems using microservices. 5 articles out of
the 17 did not mention any challenges or problems for choosing microservices. Only [29]
did not mention any benefits in choosing the microservices approach.

All perceived challenges could be classified to five main problems, which are either related
to the technologies in use or to the software development using microservices based
architecture. These five main problems were meeting real time requirements (latency),
increased network load, defining interfaces, service encapsulation and increased overall
complexity. Latency and increased network load are related to the used technologies and
the three other challenges are development related. The challenges and the articles that
mentioned them are summarized in table 5.5.

Table 5.5. Main challenges and the articles in which they were mentioned.

Challenge Number of occurences Mentioned in
Latency 4 [65][2][25][60]
Increased network load 3 [26][2][41]
Defining interfaces 3 [65] [54][10]
Encapsulating functionality 3 [65], [54][7]
Increased complexity 6 [29][54][30][10][65][6]

Out of the 12 articles that mentioned any perceived challenges four listed latency as a
problem in the microservices architecture. All four of the studies that mentioned latency
as a problem used some container technology for virtualisation and concluded that the
container technologies used in the IT domain are not suitable for real-time operations per
se. The increased network load was mentioned by three articles. As the information is
distributed in to more granular components in different network locations, the information
has to be shared over network and thus network load increases.

Thramboullidis et al. [65] highlight that the integration of microservices running on
containers is costly and that the integration delay is magnitudes larger than a function call
even when using operating system’s own inter-process communication methods. Thus
the use of fine-grained microservices in real-time systems can have unwanted side effects.
Götz et al. [26] also note that the network load is proportional to the service granularity
and thus service granularity is an optimization problem with flexibility, robustness and
resources as the criteria. Gogouvitis et al. [25] present a mapping of container technologies
to non-functional requirements. According to their mapping none of the included container
or container orchestration technologies have real-time capabilities.

Afanasev et al. [2] reason that in a classic industrial management system it is hard to
produce use cases where multiple operators would need to work on one device. According
to them this situation changes with cyber-physical production systems. Instead of a single
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person working with a device, the device can share its information to and receive orders
from multiple different systems or operators. This puts an extra emphasis on the system’s
networking capabilities. In their study Afanasev et al. provide network measurements
from a system mimicking a CNC machine implemented using microservices architecture.
Afanasev et al. conclude that the system implemented using microservices makes modules
as autonomous as possible, extremely interoperable and simplifies scaling the application.
They also conclude that networking was not a major issue in their implementation. The
notable thing in their implementation is that it did not use any layer of virtualization in the
components.

Finally Senington et al. [60] point out that even though container technologies were a key
component in their experience report it still remains unclear, whether or not the container
technologies are stable enough and do version changes break existing implementations.
They were also concerned that the performance impact of containers could make them
unsuitable for use in smart factories due to lack of responsiveness in physical tools.

Defining interfaces, encapsulating functionality to services and increased complexity
were all classified as challenges related to software development. Both the difficulty to
define appropriate interfaces to microservices and the difficulty to decide how to split the
functionality to independent services were found in three articles. The increased complexity
was mentioned as a challenge in 6 articles. This makes increased overall complexity of the
systems the most immanent challenge of the five main challenges. Increased complexity
was perceived in multiple different parts of the process from IT infrastructure to integration.

Porrmann et al. [54] claim that using microservices requires providing multiple servers to
host the microservices and that this server infrastructure must be configured in a certain
manner to handle the composition of these microservices. Their claim fails to include
the possibility of deploying microservices to any system capable of running the service,
even the edge devices. The deployment and composition should be done using the tools
designed particularly for this purpose. However, Habl et al. [30] take this possibility into
account but still conclude that using microservices increases the overall complexity as
the developers and operators have to have a good understanding of the software tools and
system components. Habl et al. also highlight the increased need for communication and
information sharing.

Ciavotta et al. [10] link the complexity of the systems with the amount of services. As
more and more small services are created the relationships between the services get easily
tangled. They reason that experienced developers have a higher chance to keep the system
functional and to deal with the emerging problems in the best possible way. Ha et al. [29]
argue that deployment of applications developed using microservices is too difficult for a
typical factory operator. To solve these challenges they provide an idea of an external web
application that provides an UI for automatic deployment.

Bloch et al. [7] propose a generic workflow to help in encapsulating process functionalities
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to services. In their opinion it is difficult to determine which way the encapsulation and
combination of services is reasonable and thus the workflow helps in identifying the suitable
approach.

In all of the above mentioned cases the difficulties boil down to not being familiar with
microservices architecture and its characteristics. Thinking of software as independent
services that interact with each other and are distributed automatically to the devices in
the network is a drastic change to what the people are traditionally used to. The author
argues that most of these difficulties are easy to overcome with a proper introduction to the
development and the software tools. Naturally this introduction has its own opportunity
cost attached.

The perceived benefits of microservices were a lot more scattered than the perceived
challenges and could not be grouped in a similar fashion. In addition to the disjointedness,
if an article mentioned any benefits, they mentioned multiple. Often the perceived benefits
were fitting to the motivations, but this was not always the case. Also many of the benefits
listed as benefits of using microservices are inherent to all component and services based
approaches. That is why the list of benefits presented in this section is a cherry picked
version which includes only the clear benefits that are caused by choosing microservices
approach. These selected benefits caused from choosing microservices architecture were
horizontal scalability, release from integration focused systems engineering and flexibility
in the technology stack. These benefits and the articles that mentioned them are presented
in table 5.6

Table 5.6. Perceived benefits caused by choosing microservices

Benefit Number of occurences Mentioned in
Horizontal scalability 6 [26][41][10][35][54][57]
Easier integration 4 [6][2][26][60]
Flexibility in technology stack 7 [65][2][54][10][26][35][57]

Horizontal scalability was mentioned as a benefit in six of the included articles. Horizontal
scalability was achieved by spawning new instances of the services under load and balancing
the load between these services. In addition to increased information throughput the
horizontal scalability also introduced fault tolerance as faulted services could be replaced
with new freshly spawned service instances on the fly. Horizontal scalability was the most
technical perceived benefit as the other benefits were more development related.

Four articles mentioned easier integration as a benefit. Instead of focusing on integrating dif-
ferent systems by coordinating service calls, routing and transforming data, the development
could be focused on autonomous and independent services with communication capabilities
and clearly defined open interfaces. This means that different parts of the systems can be
easily changed without massive reconfiguration as long as physical and virtual interfaces
are unified.
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Finally flexibility in the technology stack was mentioned in seven articles, which makes
it the most often mentioned benefit even when factoring in the benefits that were left out
of reporting. Flexibility was perceived as a possibility to reuse existing services easily, to
change implementations in the existing services, to choose the appropriate programming
language and data storage for the tasks and to let software evolve regardless of underlying
hardware. Surprisingly, this wide definition of flexibility was largely shared among all
seven articles that mentioned it.

5.3.4 Technologies used

Overall the technology landscape was wide and flat. 33 different technologies were used in
the proposals or implementations in the articles and many more were mentioned. 27 of the
used technologies were unique and mentioned only once in all the included articles. The
selected and named technologies addressed various parts of the overall systems such as
operating systems, virtualization, data management, messaging, data interchange formats
and cloud platforms.

Protocols related to messaging and data exchange between services were most frequently
mentioned and every implementation used at least one protocol. 6 unique protocols were
used or proposed. The most often mentioned method for communication was HTTP, which
was used in 6 cases. In 5 of the 6 cases the communication was described as ”using REST”
and the author took the liberty to translate this to HTTP. After HTTP, OPC UA was used in
3 cases. Those two were the most used protocols. MQTT, COAP, LwM2M andWebSockets
were all named in one article each. Even though the messaging protocols were mentioned
in every article the data interchange formats were mentioned in only 2 articles. One of
these articles used JSON and the other XML and RDF.

Database technologies played an integral part in multiple included articles. NoSQL tech-
nologies dominated this category as Redis was used in 3 articles, Cassandra in 1 article
and 1 article just named that a NoSQL database was used. MySQL was the only traditional
SQL database used in the included articles.

Only operating system level virtualization technologies were used in virtualization. Docker
was the only container technology that was used in included articles and it was named
5 times. The orchestration engine provided with Docker, Docker Swarm, was used in
container orchestration in 1 article. Kubernetes was the other software used in container
orchestration and it was also used in 1 article. 3 unique operating systems were named,
Hypriot, FreeRTOS and ArchLinux. Each of them was named only once.

Python was the only programming language named as the development language and it was
mentioned in two articles. Various other implementation technologies were also mentioned
once in the included articles. Web authorization standards OAuth2.0, OpenID Connect
and SCIM were all mentioned once, Microsoft Azure and Amazon web services IAAS
platforms were used in 2 separate articles, Apache Spark was mentioned as a proposal
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for big data handling platform and finally Apache Kafka data streaming technology was
mentioned as a way to stream information in an architecture proposal.

In addition to the implementation technologies, a couple of markup and description lan-
guages were used in the design and development phase. UML, SysML and Automation
ML were all used once in the included articles to help in the design and modeling phases.
WSDL and RESTdesc were the only service description languages mentioned in the in-
cluded articles and both of the description languages were used once. 3 articles brought up
the concept of development operations.
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6. DISCUSSION

6.1 Discussion on data extraction results

In the included studies the general atmosphere around microservices development and
industrial information systems architectures based on microservices was positive. Multiple
studies stated that microservices are suitable for developing future industrial information
systems. This pattern repeated despite the research type. Architecture proposals compared
the technology capabilities to the requirements set by different production environments
while test implementations took a more practical approach and analyzed the success of
their implementations, but all articles concluded that microservices based architecture is a
good step forward in realizing future visions mentioned in the introduction.

In the included articles microservices were applied to all computing domains from the edge
to cloud. All parts of the industrial information systemswere covered in the implementations
and in the architecture proposals. Modularization of a single shop floor device as well as
high performance computations and simulations in the cloud were covered. However the
definitions of what is considered as microservices was not clear. This same problem was
also present in the IT domain and discussed in section 2.1.

There were slight differences in the perceived techonology readiness levels in the included
articles. This is mostly visible in the difference between studies that provided their results in
the form of an architecture proposal and did not have any practical test case. The discrepancy
in the perceived technology readiness is also visible in the quality of results. The results from
the studies that built on existing research from IT domain and had practical implementations
were by a large margin more significant in assessing the adoption of microservices in this
thesis’s context. Using existing and tested approaches in a different domain gave much
more information on the applicability than visionary architecture proposals. This difference
in the significance is not visible in the quality assessment as results might have been well
reported regardless of the results’ form.

The flexibility in the technology stack is also visible in the used technologies. Multiple
different technologies were used in all parts of the system. The only visible emerging
standard was operating level virtualization, where Docker was the only technology used.
In messaging hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) and OPC UA were the two most used
protocols and could be seen as the two most suitable messaging protocols for industrial
informatics. HTTP based messaging is the de facto standard in IT domain and there is
an immense amount of information and existing tools available for it. These available
resources make it easier to adopt HTTP and leverage existing cloud architecture compared
to OPC UA. The lack of emerging technology standards is not a problem. In microservices
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architecture the developers should be free to choose any tools which are suitable for the
task at hand and the developers are familiar with. Included articles stated this also as
almost half of the articles listed this flexibility in the technology stack as a benefit caused
by microservices.

The use of operating level virtualization is often associated with microservices architecture
in both IT domain and the included articles. In industrial informatics this association brings
up two big problems. Extensive use of container technologies is based on an expectation that
all devices in the system will be capable of running a full fledged computer operating system
to begin with. This is not yet the case as most small and medium manufacturing facilities
the author has witnessed rely heavily on programmable logics and simple sensors and it is
hard to predict the speed in which these devices will be replaced with small computers. The
second problem is the overhead that using Docker brings. Two of the most often mentioned
challenges in adopting microservices architecture were latency and network load. Adding
a level of virtualization won’t make these problems easier to overcome. In the included
articles it was noted that integration of containers causes delays and that the performance of
container technologies has not been properly measured and verified. The development of a
real time container technology could be a reasonable way to tackle this problem. Another
solution for this could be developing technologies that allow low latency communication
within locally hosted services.

The researchers approached microservices with grand motivations and often they were
able to achieve the vision or prove their concept at least partially. The motivations behind
the research were well in line with the future visions and the new business requirements.
Microservices was seen as a way to enable the workload mobility and more flexible and
configurable production systems. Despite the problems mentioned regarding container
technologies they are seen as an enabling technology more than any other technology.
The tools, configurability and automatic deployment they provide fit the visions for future
industrial information systems well.

Remarkably, interoperability between different parts of the systems was a main motivation
in multiple included articles. This is surprising as the communication interfaces or data
interchange formats have not been in any way standardized in microservices while in W3C
standardized web services these are fixed and the methods are by standard discoverable.

Perhaps the W3C has gone too far with the standardized architecture and superfluous
specifications. According to the included articles it is easier to agree on in house formats
or to publish an application programming interface with a documented data format and
access endpoint than to conform to a series of standards even when developing a simple
service. In the included articles, only 2 used any service description markup. No matter
how human and machine readable an XML file is, it does bring an extra layer of complexity
to the integration. This is also visible in the perceived benefits as easier integration was
one of the most often mentioned benefits for microservices.
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Challenges in the adoption of microservices were either software development or technology
related. The biggest technology related challenges, latency and increased network load
were already discussed above in this chapter. The development related challenges are
similar to the challenges that have come up also in the IT domain despite the author’s
presumption that industrial information system developers aremore familiar with developing
distributed software. There were no suggestions or tips for alleviating the development
related challenges in the articles. Service oriented software development has been around
for over a decade but software developers and researchers still find the paradigm challenging.
This is probably due to lack of experience and education in the paradigm, and might change
in recent years as the paradigm gains more and more traction due to the hype and success
around service orientation.

The increased complexity was seen as a drawback also in the IT domain. In the IT domain
these complexities have been alleviated with the use of tools and processes particularly
designed to handle them. A great way to simplify the development process also in the
industrial information systems development is to unify all processes to follow the same
chain. Even though an identical continuous deployment model as in DevOps might not be
possible in all the industrial information system cases, most of the steps in the development
can be automated and made invisible in the daily activities. Another way to facilitate the
complexity is to stick to the tools that have been designed for the tasks at hand since these
problems have been partially solved already in the IT domain.

The organizational characteristics related to microservices did not come up as much in
the industrial informatics research in comparison with the IT domain. None of the or-
ganizational aspects mentioned in section 2.1 were mentioned in the included articles.
Software architecture and development practices that enable and encourage longevity and
commitment to the software is important in any modern software business. In the author’s
opinion this was not stressed enough in the articles included in the thesis. Business is the
driving force behind adaption and the organizational characteristics related to microservices
are a key part of creating more business value as a part of software development. Including
developers in to the deployment, maintenance and bringing the willing developers to the
customer interface gives variation to the core development and more accurate support for
customers.

In general the research in IT domain brought up more soft aspects in software architecture
and the industrial information systems research focused on the technical aspects. In the
author’s opinion this is due to the fact that microservices are more widely known and
mature in the formerly mentioned field of research and they are just getting noticed in the
latter field field of research. Industrial systems tend to evolve slower and also the business
models and practices are slower to adopt new approaches. The tardiness in industry is due
to the higher dependability and security requirements for the systems, and the economic
entry barrier. Original equipment manufacturers dominate with their scale and use their
own proprietary protocols and technologies. This makes it harder and more expensive for
newcomers to enter the market with new business models.
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6.2 Research conclusions

According to the results microservices are suitable architectural choice for industrial soft-
ware development. Microservices show potential for solving some of the subproblems in
achieving more flexible, scalable and interoperable industrial information systems. Mi-
croservices as a software architecture needs a clear definition and guidelines in both IT
and industrial information systems. This thesis does not provide a clear definition but it
can at least bring the researchers and developers in both domains a bit closer together and
bridge the gap between the two domains. In addition to this 3 rules of thumb for adopting
microservices to industrial information systems development were derived from the results
and analysis.

Real time applications should be deployed without a level of virtualization. The inter
process communication inside a real time application should be minimized and the real
time communication should be done in a dedicated network or in dedicated field buses. In
microservices architecture this means that real time services are coarse grained and the
service interfaces they expose are meant exclusively for starting or stopping sequences and
monitoring the service state. These steps should minimize the latency problems that came
up in the included studies.

Software with softer real time requirements should be deployed as containerized services.
Development, deployment, monitoring and maintenance processes should be similar for
these services. The path of least resistance is to adhere the de-facto standards and tools
set in the IT domain as there is plenty of resources, experience reports and documentation
available for these technologies. Leveraging virtualization increases flexibility and is a
cornerstone for the workload mobility needed in the future industrial information systems.

Migrating existing software to microservices requires investments and experienced devel-
opers. Companies who consider migrating to microservices should start of with building
an environment and infrastructure around microservices and educating staff to mitigate
the development related issues. When done properly the migration to microservices archi-
tecture should reduce development efforts and enable building better software. Including
education to the process as early as possible should also help with the perceived complexity
of distributed software development.

6.3 Future opportunities

The author identified three clear future research opportunities from the data extraction
and analysis. First branch is the development of operating system level virtualization
technologies that allow for low latency near real time communication. This development
could consist of totally new virtualization concepts, optimizations in container networking
or optimizations in inter-machine communication. Containers with real time capabilities
could enable using the same tooling and automation stack from enterprise software level
to the shop floor device level, and thus render the first rule of thumb obsolete. This
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future research direction would benefit also the IT domain and consumer internet of things
applications in addition to the industrial informatics domain.

The other two future research directions are related to proving the conjecture that using
microservices with the above mentioned guidelines is an appropriate way of developing
software for future industrial information systems. Full scale implementation either in
a demo production facility or in a simulated environment would be a great test for the
microservices architecture. Small and simple demonstrations have their own place in
research and they enable building something quickly to prove a point or measure something.
These small scale demonstrations can not however replicate the true complexities of a full
blown production system.

Finally the third future research opportunity would be implementing a system with true
dynamic workload mobility. Such systems were mentioned in included studies and dynamic
workload mobility is a key part of realizing the future visions for industrial information
systems. In fact, fog computing relies on the concept of dynamic workload mobility.
Workload should be intelligently moved during runtime according to their performance
and resource requirements, while simultaneously taking care of the services’ states.

6.4 Research evaluation

Systematic literature review proved to be a valid approach to tackle the research problem
of this thesis. Another way to tackle the set research problem would have been through
experimentation and reporting. The experimentation would have made the research more
susceptible for bias as the tight schedule would have forced the author to choose technologies
and approaches he is familiar with. Systematic literature review as a method enabled a
wider scope, the inclusion of multiple different approaches and thus more reliable results.

The research results are generalizable and the statements provided in the research conclu-
sions are logically sound and in line with the information provided in the included literature.
Qualitative analysis on the extracted data was also a valid approach. The data presented
in the included articles was not quantitative or easily quantifiable. Information extracted
from the articles helped in answering the set research questions. The theory regarding
particularly microservices has not stabilized but the theory builds on extensive research on
service oriented architecture.

The number of articles that came up in the search process was enormous, 1175. The final
sample size of the literature review was low, 17. Either the inclusion process was too strict
or more suitable articles were not available. In any case the low sample size lowers the
significance and reliability of the research results. The search process is clearly documented
in chapters 4 and 5 and anyone should be able to repeat the process.

Finally, in addition to the low sample size, almost half of the samples received low quality
assessment scores. More than half of the samples failed to properly report the measures that
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had been used or to answer the research questions they had set. The poor sample quality
also reduces the reliability of this thesis.
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7. SUMMARY

The goal of this thesis was to map the research efforts put forth in adoption of microservices
to industrial information systems and to answer how to adopt microservices architecture
to industrial information systems. Microservices was chosen as the main phenomenon to
research due to its recent popularity in the IT domain. In the IT domain microservices has
been seen as a software architecture that encourages organizing software development more
around business needs and makes it easier to build more flexible and scalable software by
design. These characteristics are needed for the future industrial information systems as
they are expected become even more software-centric in the recent years.

Four research questions were formulated in order to guide the research. The research was
conducted as a systematic literature review. The method is documented and guidelines
appropriate for software engineering reviews were used. Review protocol was documented
and defined well before the actual research phase. In the research phase multiple digital
libraries were searched for articles that would help in answering the set research problem.
Found articles were screened against set inclusion and exclusion criteria and 17 articles
were included in the data extraction and analysis.

Data extraction results were synthesized in the discussion chapter. According to the
included studies microservices architecture fulfills the requirements for modern industrial
information systems. As a result of the synthesis the author suggests that 3 rules of thumb
are followed when adopting microservices architecture to industrial information systems.

• Real-time applications need special attention. They should be deployed on real
hardware and operating system and the services should be granular. Real-time com-
munication should be done in dedicated networks.

• Development, deployment, monitoring and maintenance processes should be similar
for all services. Build on top of the de-facto standards and tools set in the IT domain.

• Start migration with building an environment and infrastructure around microservices,
and educate staff members.

Finally the conducted research was evaluated. In conclusion the research was successful in
answering the set questions. Results are valid and generalizable. However, due to the low
sample size and low sample quality the research reliability is not gold standard.
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